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ere's Nathan Hochman's get-out-the-vote message: Fill in a ballot and you
could win thousands! In a city where nearly 80% of the electorate chose not to
vote in the last mayoral election, does he have your attention? Hochman,the
head of the Los Angeles Ethics Commission, made a national splash when he floated the
idea that L.A. could improve its dismal voter turnout in municipal elections by offering a
cash prize lottery to voters. Appointed to the commission in 2011, Hochman is a former
Justice Department prosecutor now in private practice who hopes the City Council and the
voters will take L.A.'s poor voter turnout seriously, and here he seriously considers and
defends the ramifications of awarding Angelenos a cash prize for casting a ballot.

H

Why is voter turnout a matter for the Ethics Commission?
We're in charge of matching funds — the public money the city sets aside to help finance
municipal political campaigns. Among the purposes of matching funds is to provide voters
with information, which in turn is supposed to increase participation. When you find that we
put out close to $10 million in the last election and turnout slumped rather than increased,
you ask, what can we do about this crisis? Analyze voter turnout in the 2013 race and
compare it to the last 12 years, to the 2001 election — it was shocking, going from 37% to
roughly 20%. We're in a downward spiral on voter turnout, and money in the elections is on
a huge upward spiral.
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So the city's getting less bang for its matching-funds buck?
We are.[City Council President] Herb Wesson described it as an acute crisis. The
Elections
Reform Commission had good ideas, including changing elections to even-number
ed years,
when federal elections occur, but those ideas would take years to implement. And
while we're
waiting, we have progressively worse voter turnout. So what can we do — maybe an
out-ofthe-box solution — to deal with this?
And that's how the lottery idea arose. How would it work?
Checking off your name when you go to the precinct would be your entry into the drawing
.
With an absentee ballot, you submit the ballot and they check off your name as a register
ed
voter — that would enter your name into the drawing. Then the question was, how much?
If
we used 1% of the matching funds, $100,000, as prize money, how would we divide that?
Should we do one prize? Or $50,000 and two $25,000? A hundred for $1,000 each?
Tommy's or Pink's periodically gives out free hot dogs or hamburgers. People will stand
in
line for an hour for a $4.95 hamburger or hot dog, but they won't take the time to vote. If
people are willing to do that for such a small incentive,[maybe] being entered into this
drawing will bring people to the ballot box.
Is this legal?
It's legal in California as long as there's not a federal election on the ballot. California and
Alaska are the only two states that allow an incentive for voting.
Has this been tried elsewhere?
In California there've been gift cards,free food — bring your voting stub as proof you voted
and you can get a cup of coffee — but it hasn't been tried by a city government.
In Australia, people are fined for not voting — $20 — and if you don't pay up or
provide an excuse the government likes, the fine goes up.
They've got some of the highest voter turnout in Western countries, over 90%.In some ways
it's a pretty un-American concept, penalizing people for not exercising their constitutional
right. So our thought turned to incentives: What carrots could we offer?
But is it also un-American to reward people for doing their civic duty?
The obvious criticism of the plan is, are you commercializing the right to vote? Are you
debasing it by offering incentives? One response to the criticism turned to jury service. At the
end of the service, they don't just say thank you very much,they offer you $15 a day and pay
2
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for your mileage. Nobody thinks that by receiving a check for jury service that somehow
you're debasing the right to serve on a jury.
What has to happen to make this happen?
Our recommendation to the rules committee was that the City Council do this, either by a
council vote with general funds or with [surplus] matching funds, which would require a
ballot initiative because the matching funds program was enshrined in the city charter.
Either way it has to go through the council [first]. A pilot program could [be] put in effect as
early as the March 2015 elections.
Isn't that a paradox, needing to go to the voters, and maybe getting a 20%
turnout, to accomplish something that could create an 8o% turnout?
That's sort of the irony.
What about options like moving city elections to the dates of better-turnout
federal elections, or online or vote-by-mail only?
There are some pros for elections in off years — [not] competing for media space and TV time
that you have in federal election years. There's more, shall we say, bandwidth for local
elections. The con is voter burnout, too many elections.
You can't[move city elections to even years] until about 2020, according to the Elections
Reform Commission.
One criticism is that you'd bring a lot of uninformed voters to the polling place to cast votes
merely because they want to enter the drawing. The response President Wesson highlighted
was this: Voters get a lot of information through their mailboxes, social media, on TV. When
you know you're not going to vote, you're not going to pay attention to the information
coming across your radar. But if you think you're going to vote, and the reason is you want to
enter a drawing, you end up paying more attention to that information you're getting.
Once you break the downward cycle of not voting and put people into a pattern of voting,
they get used to being informed on issues and making intelligent decisions because they
know they're going to the polling place anyway.
These voters who may initially want to enter a drawing — if they're going to the effort of
voting, they might become more informed.
An Op-Ed in The Times criticized this idea and said instead you need big ballot
issues, big things at stake, to turn out voters.
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The special election we just had for the LAUSD board — do you know what the turnout
was?
Under 10%,for a seat that might be a swing seat on the board, a seat that serves a
population that really needs its representation. When you're facing crisis numbers, do you
sit
on your hands or do you try something innovative?
You're aware that this has been getting a lot ofthe standard "nutty Los Angeles
"
headlines.
If all you get is some headline saying "L.A. is paying people to vote," the natural reaction is
there's something wrong with this. But when you have the full discussion that this is a pilot
program, we're dealing with a crisis, we pay for jury service — then people nod their heads
and say, "This is worthy of serious consideration." How Los Angeles pulls this off, I leave to
better minds. If someone has a better idea, we're all ears. My belief is that if you don't vote,
you don't feel you own any responsibility for your government, whereas if you cast a ballot,
you own a little piece of the process.
You had to know I was going to ask this: What's your voting record?
If I go back to college [days], there were times I was traveling abroad and I don't know if I
was able to get an absentee ballot, so I can't tell you 100%,but certainly recently, I show up
at every election. I probably vote absentee more than anything else.
This interview was edited and condensed.
patt.morrison@latimes.com
Twitter: @pattmlatimes
Copyright © 2014, Los Angeles Times
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L.A.'s idea of using lottery to entice voters is a stinker
By Debra J. Saunders
The Los Angeles Ethics Commission voted unanimously last week to ask the City Council to consider "financial incentives, such as
a lottery system," to draw voters to the polls.
You just know that if the city embraces this new low, then it will spread like a cancer across the land.
The City of Angels has a problem. As Ethics Commission President Nathan Hochman put it, campaign "spending is going up, and
voter turnout is going down." Last year, 75 percent of registered voters skipped the mayoral race, and less than 10 percent voted
in a
more recent school board special election. Hochman calls the dismal turnout "a crisis" and says "a crisis requires you to do
something."
That's the problem, too. Do-gooders have devised a number of ways to do something to make voting easier; early voting and
absentee voting mean people no longer have to miss work to vote. Registering is so easy that when you apply for a driver's license,
the Department of Motor Vehicles will offer you a registration form. City and state governments send out pamphlets with reliable
information about ballot measures and candidates. Los Angeles gave $10 million in matching funds to candidates last year to make
it easier for new people to run for office.
Yet the easier Los Angeles makes it to vote, to register, to run and to be informed the less Angelenos vote.
It seems that all the extra efforts by LA's left to increase voter turnout not only haven't averted the decline but also saw it accelerate.
The commission looked at compulsory voting — Australia fines nonvoters — but rejected the notion. Hochman says he prefers the
carrot to the stick.
"My preference is that people show up at the polls because they want to show up at the polls," Ethics Commissioner Jessica
Levinson told me. The city also is looking at switching local elections from odd to even years, when people vote in state and federal
races. Despite reservations, she voted for the proposal because she thinks the lottery is a "conversation" the city needs to have.
Sorry. That's the chicken way of defending a bad idea. The city needs this conversation like a 10-year-old needs to talk to Mom
about getting a large snake tattoo.
I tell Hochman I think low turnout is partly a function of voters not seeing much difference between one rent-seeking liberal and
another. In a political monoculture, candidates are ideologically fungible. There is less to vote for and less to vote against.
Oh, and politics make people feel dirty, so by all means, grease the polling place and that will boost turnout.
Hochman argues that voting gives people a stake in their government. Me? I think citizens have a duty to vote. But if adults don't
want that stake, a lottery isn't going to improve their jaded view of politics.
Hochman told me that he thinks the scheme could be so successful that LA turnout could meet Australian levels. Then everyone
would be in the habit of voting, he crowed, so Los Angeles could end the voting lottery.
He cannot believe that. If the scheme were to fail, City Hall probably would vote to pay more money to entice voters to the polls.
In
time, there wouldn't be a politician in California who would dream of paring back the reward. To the contrary, there would be a
bidding war over how much voters' time is worth. You know the answer to that: Voter participation is priceless.
Email Debra J. Saunders at dsaunders@sfchronicle.com
© 2014 The Daily Herald Co., Everett, WA
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Bloomberg View: Lottery could improve turnout
dailynewsen.com/politicsibloomberg-view-lottery-could-improve-turnout-h2570952.html
"You gotta be in it to win it." That is what they say about the lottery, or made use of to. Now
some public officials in
Los Angeles want to apply this logic - which is really hard to argue with — to elections.
The Los Angeles Ethics Commission lately passed a resolution recommending that the city council
establish an
election lottery with money prizes. Only residents who vote in city elections would be entered to
win. As an
experiment to raise voter turnout, it is worth a shot.
In an ideal world, dangling prizes in front of voters wouldn't be needed. Even in this far-from-be
st planet, it is not the
only or possibly even the ideal way to encourage voting: There's moving neighborhood elections
from spring to fall,
for instance. Or holding elections on weekends, as in Europe. Or expanding early voting, as
effectively as the number
,
of polling pikes.
Worthy ideas all. But helpful? The evidence, for these reforms that have been tried, is thin. And none of
these
modifications ought to preclude other folks from getting attempted. Any step that would get additional
voters to the
polls is worth taking into consideration.
Some critics of the lottery idea see it as a cynical ploy that could harm the democratic process. But in nations
that
have compulsory voting — where there is a monetary disincentive for not voting, the exact same as a
economic
incentive to vote — democracy has somehow survived.
In reality, the Australian expertise suggests that compulsory voting — which produces turnout rates that hover
about
95 percent — has enhanced the functioning of democracy by pushing candidates toward the center and away
from
partisan extremism. Could lotteries enable the United States move in the similar direction, by pushing up turnout
and
forcing candidates to engage with a broader share of the electorate? It is worth a try.
In Los Angeles's municipal election final year, only 23 percent of voters cast ballots. Turnout in New York
City's 2013
mayoral election was hardly any much better. Perhaps these elections reflected a lack of enthusiasm for particular
candidates. If so, then the apathy is endemic: Across the country, neighborhood elections ordinarily have
exceptionally low turnout prices. Even in U.S. presidential elections, turnout averages much less than 60 percent.
Globally, the U.S. ranks 120th in voter turnout.
Los Angeles could do the nation a service by trying this experiment.(The promoting campaign writes itself:
You Can
Win Even If Your Candidate Does not!) If the program had prizes major sufficient to attract the public's attention,
it
may even have a substantial impact on turnout. To deflect criticism, the kitty could be funded with private donations.
Other privately funded experiments that employed monetary incentives — such as anti-poverty programs — have
proved useful. And lotteries have been utilized to encourage men and women to do items such as open a bank
account and obey the speed limit. Maybe they would also work as a way to encourage folks to vote. Hey, you never
ever know.
Read More: Sltrib
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How to Up Voter Turnout: Lottery Draw, Cash Prizes at
Polls?
By Sarah Le, Epoch Times I August 23, 2014 I Last Updated: August 23, 2014 8:52 am

LOS ANGELES—Imagine transforming the voting process—something considered an almost sacred fundamental right—into
something akin to buying a lottery ticket. That's what the Los Angeles city Ethics Commission would like to do to get more
people to come out and vote.
Voter turnout is at record lows for Los Angeles city elections. Less than 20 percent of registered voters on average came
to the polls in 2013, and less than 10 percent showed up for this month's special school board election, according to
official data.
.
City Ethics Commission President Nathan Hochman said the commission has been looking at many options to encourage
people to vote, including penalizing people for not voting. Such a system is used in countries like Australia, where it brings
more than 90 percent of people to the polls.
But another idea seemed more appealing.
"We decided that while sticks are an option, we'd take a look at carrots, incentives," he said. "One of the incentives that
City Council President Herb Wesson was very excited about was the notion of a voter drawing."
After Wesson expressed his interest on Aug. 14, the Los Angeles Ethics Commission voted 3-0 to recommend that the city
council consider lottery drawings with cash prizes as an incentive to increase voter turnout. The drawing could be used as
soon as LA's 2015 election.
The Ethics Commission proposed using surplus matching funds—which are given to candidates who agree to certain
spending restrictions—to fund the lottery. Just one percent of these funds could supply four $25,000 prizes or one
hundred $1,000 prizes.
But there has been criticism of the idea, too.
The LA Times Editorial Board called it "one of the worst ideas we've heard in a long time," noting that it "fails to address
the deeper reasons why people don't vote," including apathy, ignorance, or critical personal issues.
Others are concerned that monetary incentives could skew the outcome of an election by bringing uninformed voters to
the polls. But the Ethics Commission says studies show that people who know they are going to vote are more likely to
pay attention to the issues.
"If we weren't dealing with a crisis, we wouldn't be considering any of this," Hochman said. "For the people who don't
want voter drawings as an answer, we invite you to come up with some other solution that will drive significant more
numbers to the polls."
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Groups such as the Municipal Elections Reform Commission have suggested that changing the
dates of city elections from
odd- to even-numbered years to coincide with larger elections would help. They also recommend
holding fewer special
elections to save time and money for the city and voters. Hochman says these changes could
take years.
Federal law prohibits paying people to vote, but the Ethics Commission says the federal law would
not apply to a purely
local election.
California and Alaska are the only two states that allow incentives for voting, although the money
cannot be used to
encourage people to vote for a specific candidate or measure.

Article printed from The Epoch Times: http://www.theepochtimes.com
URL to article: http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/903376-la-to-consider-lottery-prizes-f
or-voting/
Click here to print.

Copyright @,2014 The Epoch Times. All rights reserved.
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Voteria idea gains currency
Experts say a proposal to experiment with a cash lottery for people who vote could
lift
turnout in L.A. elections
STEVE LOPEZ
The proposal to enter L.A. voters into a cash prize lottery, for the sake of increasing turnout,
is easy to attack
on numerous fronts.
My first reaction to last week's recommendation by the L.A. City Ethics Commission?
Horror.
Or maybe it wasn't horror so much as anger that anyone would come up with such a sad little
gimmick.
Throughout history, people have sacrificed their lives for the right to vote, and now we have to offer
jackpots to
shake people out of their laziness and apathy?
"How DUMB!!!" one reader posted on the story by my colleague David Zahniser.
"Really???!!!" said another.
Aside from the problem of turning a civic duty into a commercial gambit, there's the obvious
problem of
attracting voters who don't know a councilman from a crossing guard. So I called Nathan Hochman,
the ethics
commission president, to hear his justification for a lottery.
"We are in a crisis," said Hochman, citing a steep decline in turnout for local elections between
2001and 2013,
when about 75% of the city's registered voters skipped the election won by Mayor Eric Garcetti.
"In a representative democracy, you want everybody to have a piece of ownership about their city
government," Hochman said. And when too few people take part, "the system fails."
A commission formed by Garcetti and council President Herb Wesson had already looked at fixes, including
the aligning of low-turnout local elections with higher-turnout state and national elections in even-numb
ered
years. Another recommendation was for extended voting times, in which voters might have more places
to cast
ballots and several days to do so.
Those are fine ideas, Hochman said, but it'll take years to implement them. The commission wanted to try
something in the interim, on a trial basis.
He said commissioners considered the 90% turnouts in Australia, where residents are fined $20 if they don't
vote. But commissioners preferred carrots over sticks, and the idea of a prize drawing came up.
Nobody would be paid to vote. But by voting, regardless of how you vote, you might get lucky.
Hochman said roughly $65 million was spent on L.A. city elections in 2013 when you count independent
expenditures and $10 million in matching funds from the city. So if you took justl% of the $10 million in matching
funds, Hochman said, or $100,000, you could probably boost engagement and turnout by randomly awarding
four $25,000 prizes, or10 $10,000 prizes, or any such combination.
Hochman began to turn me around, just a little, with that argument. If it's acceptable to spend the obscene
amount of $65 million — much of it to extort and misinform with negative attacks — why is it unacceptable
to
spend a tiny fraction of that amount to get more people involved?
As we all know, there are lots of reasons people don't vote. They're lazy, or turned off by candidates or
campaigns, or they don't believe their vote can make a difference in a city that can't trim a tree but every
half-century. Or, understandably, they don't know the difference between the state controller and treasurer, or
they can't figure out how anyone can be.expected to know one judicial candidate from another. But regardless,
is power-ball politics the best way to shake up the system? I called local government watchdog Bob Stern, who
favors several reforms, and was surprised by his take on the lottery idea. It's got pros and cons, he said, "but
I
like the idea of it as an experiment. Let's try it. Clearly it would increase turnout."
1 of 2
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I had expected him to argue that cash prizes would invite too many know-nothings into the process, but he
saw it differently.
"I agree with Hochman that people would pay more attention to it," Stern said, "and be more educated than
they are now. And that's a good thing."
Wesson told me Tuesday that he's noncommittal but fascinated, pending legal review of a lottery. He said he
wants to hear what neighborhood councils think, and also what nonvoters have to say about why they don't vote,
and whether a lottery would make a difference.
Fernando Guerra, who directs the Loyola Mary-mount Center for the Study of Los Angeles and headed the
election reform commission formed by Garcetti and Wesson, said there are two main reasons turnout in local
elections has dropped nationally.
First, the initial fights for African American and Latino representation among elected officials have already
been waged. Second, the domination of Democrats and demise of Republicans has further decreased tension
and drama.
"There's no magic wand" to address the problem, Guerra said, but he believes a lottery comes closer than
anything. And he already has a name for it.
Voteria.
That's not bad. And Guerra said that rather than use city money for prizes, which would raise political and
legal issues, he'd like to see nonprofits put up the cash as an experimental investment in greater civic
participation.
It's a myth, Guerra said, that everyone who already votes is well-informed. Greater participation, he argued,
will lead to more awareness of local issues and possibly undermine special-interest forces that now determine
outcomes.
"The lower the turnout," he argued, "the easier it is to manipulate and control the messages to individual
voters."
That certainly remains to be seen. But we have just witnessed a pitifully low turnout of 8% in a school board
election, and Guerra predicts a paltry15% turnout in city elections next April. That could double or triple, he
suggested, if the lottery were in place and prizes evenly divided across city districts.
I still have misgivings. But I have to admit it'd be interesting to find out if he's right. steve.lopez@latimes.com
Twitter: @LATstevelopez
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Fox News
The Los Angeles government might soon offer an unconventional incentive for people to vote:
cold hard cash.
At least, that's an option being floated by city officials desperate to boost what one called a "truly
depressing" voter turnout in local elections. Last Thursday, the city's Ethics Commission voted to
recommend that the Los Angeles City Council explore creating a drawing for a cash prize for
anyone who casts a ballot.
"I think that this idea addresses a crisis for which I don't have any other short-term solutions,"
Ethics Commission President Nathan Hochman told FoxNews.com.
But the plan is running into some serious criticism.
"It's an affront to democracy," California attorney Troy Slaten told Fox News on Wednesday,
voicing concern that the plan would attract people who may know nothing about the candidates,
looking only for a cash payout.
According to the Los Angeles Times, only 23.3 percent of the city's 1.8 million registered voters
cast ballots in the Los Angeles mayoral election in 2013,the lowest turnout in more than 100
years. That election was also the city's costliest since 2001, with more than $55 million spent by
the candidates alone.
Ethics commissioners decided to think "outside the box" in considering ways to boost turnout.
Commission Vice President Jessica Levinson told FoxNews.com she was skeptical of the lottery
idea at first -- she said it's "depressing" that bribing voters is even being considered.
"Is this a perfect solution? Absolutely not," she said. But Levinson added that "when we have at
best one in five [voters] showing up, we have to think outside the box."
The commission has asked the Los Angeles City Council's Rules, Elections and
Intergovernmental Relations Committee to explore a pilot program for the lottery, which,if
approved, could be implemented as early as next year. Hochman said the test program could be
paid for through matching funds -- and though he said no amount is set in stone, he floated the
possibility of a $100,000 prize.
Los Angeles City Council President Herb Wesson, who chairs the committee and discussed the
idea with the commission at the Thursday meeting, said in a statement on Tuesday he wants to
hear from the public on the idea. Wesson told MyFoxLA.com he believes the idea will spark a
"fascinating discussion."
"For as long as I can remember, there have been concerns about how few people vote in our city
elections," Wesson said in a statement provided to FoxNews.com. "Before any decision is made,
we want to explore the pros and cons, and hear from as many people and election experts as
possible."
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Wesson said he plans to hold hearings on the proposal, and invited comments on a Facebook
event about voter turnout.

So far, residents don't seem to be swayed. After the page had been up for just a few hours, almost
every comment was negative.
"I'd rather have a few informed voters that have studied the issues and candidates than a greater
number that run in and punch any hole just to try and win a few dollars," one commenter said.
The proposal is perfectly legal in the state -- if certain guidelines are adhered to. Although
federal law forbids offering payment in exchange for voting, California and Alaska have no
restriction on it.
This means the lottery could be offered for any election that does not include a federal office on
the ballot. Both Hochman and Levinson stressed that entrance in the lottery would be based on
simply casting a vote, not on the vote itself.
Hochman said the concept is not that different from jury duty, which offers both an incentive for
participating and a punishment for not. He said critics who suggest offering a cash prize
somehow debases the Democratic process are missing the big picture.
"If we weren't dealing with a crisis, we wouldn't be having this discussion," he said.
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Vote Now! Win Cash Prizes!
Posted: 08/20/2014 4:46 pm EDT Updated: 08/20/2014 5:59 pm EDT
A couple of provocative stories were in the news over the past week. The first was about the
study authored by professors Martin Gilens and Benjamin Page that concluded that America was
no longer a democracy in any meaningful sense. In an interview with TalkingPointsMemo,
Professor Gilens summed up their research as follows:
"I'd say that contrary to what decades of political science research might lead you to believe,
ordinary citizens have virtually no influence over what their government does in the United
States. And economic elites and interest groups, especially those representing business, have a
substantial degree ofinfluence. Government policy-making over the last few decades reflects the
preferences ofthose groups -- of economic elites and of organized interests."
There are lots ofreasons for the domination of economic elites and organized interests.
Economist Mancur Olson, for example, argued in the mid-1960s that small elites with a strong
economic or personal interest in a policy inevitably have more influence than a larger group who
had a collective, but weaker, interest in a policy outcome. Add up the various elites and policy
outcomes and you inevitably have a nation governed as an oligarchy. One possible
counterbalance to the power ofthe elites might be widespread public participation in elections -something that is sorely lacking in America.
We all know that voter participation is abysmal, especially in state and local elections. In Los
Angeles in 2013,for example, local elections for the mayor, city council and school board of the
nation's second largest city was a little over 15 percent, and in a special school board election,
the turnout was 8 percent. Voter participation in the United States as a whole is much lower than
other nations. India, for example, had voter turnout of66 percent in recent elections -- a total of
540 million people. Some nations, such as Australia, which has a 90 percent turnout rate, have
compulsory voting (a $20 fine is revied on non-voters) but generally these penalties are not
enforced.
After years of distressingly low turnout, the Los Angeles Ethics Commission recently voted
unanimously to recommend lottery-type cash prizes for residents who voted. "Maybe it's $25,000
maybe it's $50,000," said Ethics Commission President Nathan Hochman. "That's where the pilot
program comes in -- to figure out what ... number and amount of prizes would actually get
people to the voting box."
Proposals like this have been considered in other states, and have been generally met with
derision. It seems somehow un-American to offer citizens the possibility of cash prizes in return
for voting. And some observers have argued that uninformed voters will cast their ballots simply
for the chance to win some money. My response is "So what?" We have lotteries to fund schools
and other worthy causes. What could be more important than voting? Especially when our nation
is turning away from real democracy. It's not like the government is forcing people to vote.
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Instead of using the stick offines or other penalties, it is offering a carrot to those who want to
take it.
It's true that the progressive movement, i.e. Democrats, would stand to benefit more from a
higher turnout since minorities and young people vote at lower rates than older, white citizens.
But simply because the result would mean greater participation by underrepresented citizens
doesn't make it bad. It is tough to argue that more citizen participation in a democracy is harmful,
no matter how it is achieved. Maybe it's worth a try.
Follow Hoyt Hilsman on Twitter: www.twitter.com/HoytHilsman
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Editorial The voter turnout conundrum in L.A.

Just 23% of registered voters bothered to cast a ballot in last years mayoral election. Last week, turnout was an abysmal 9.5% for a Los Angeles Unified
School Board special election.(Los Angeles Times)

By TIlE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
AUGUST 21, 2014, 5:45 PM

t's one ofthe worst ideas we've heard in a long time: Last week,the Los Angeles Ethics Commission floated a plan to
offer cash prizes as an incentive to get Angelenos to vote in local elections. Sheer desperation, as far as we can tell,
led the commission to propose an election day lottery, with a jackpot of $1,000 or more that might persuade more
registered voters to go to the polls.
Would it work? Probably. But it's still a bad idea.
The folks pushing the lottery concept are well-intentioned and obviously disheartened by Los Angeles'record ofterrible
voter turnout. Just 23% of registered voters bothered to cast a ballot in last year's mayoral election. Last week,turnout was
an abysmal 9.5% for a Los Angeles Unified School Board special election. But dangling a cash prize over the polls is a cynical
and superficial pseudo-solution that fails to address the deeper reasons why people don't vote. If the Ethics Commission and
the City Council want to increase engagement and participation on election day — and they should — they would do better to
focus on specific changes that make it easier to cast a ballot, while also getting to work on larger,longer-term reforms that
could help counter the pervasive civic malaise that prevents so many Angelenos from feeling engaged in the democratic
process.
There are plenty of proposals out there to boost turnout. One is to change L.A.'s election dates. Voters currently cast ballots
for city offices in March primaries and May general elections in odd-numbered years. The Municipal Elections Reform
Commission, appointed after the embarassingly low-turnout 2013 election, recommended moving local elections to June
and November of even-numbered years,to coincide with gubernatorial and presidential elections that draw far greater
participation. Of course, there are potential drawbacks to synchronizing local elections with state and federal ones —
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including cluttered ballots and increased campaign "noise" — but the advantages might make it worthwhile. Mayor Eric
Garcetti and the City Council should not rule it out.
Another proposal is to let people cast their ballots wherever they want. Eliminate the precinct voting model and put voting
centers in highly visible, well-traveled locations,such as malls or schools. This would make voting more convenient.
Here's another: Hold fewer special elections. They can cost $1 million each or more, yet they draw few participants and
contribute to voter fatigue — the feeling of a never-ending election cycle. Instead, appoint people to fill vacancies until the
next regularly scheduled election.
These ideas deserve serious consideration, and over the next few weeks,The Times will return to some ofthem in more
detail. They would no doubt increase the percentage of registered voters who turn out for local elections. That in itself is
important, because an election in which 4o% turn out has more legitimacy and more buy-in than an election with 2o%
participation. A democracy in which local officials are selected by just 1 in 5 or 1 in 8 or 1 in 10 voters is obviously not
working.
But ultimately, the proposals above are procedural changes that treat the symptoms rather than the underlying motivational
causes oflow turnout. People don't vote for a number of reasons. They don't think their single vote matters, so why bother?
They don't see meaningful differences between the candidates, especially in a city like Los Angeles, where nominally
nonpartisan candidates often share the same positions. They don't understand the complicated issues at stake or they have
more immediate economic or family concerns and voting is not a priority.
L.A. is certainly not the only city that suffers from low participation in local elections. But here, as elsewhere, reviving civic
engagement may require big changes in how residents are educated and representatives are chosen. Here are some ways to
start:
Teach civics in schools. Most California students take one American government class that is more focused on the federal
system and on memorization offacts, rather than on what it means to be a citizen. That may be one reason a recent state
survey found that less than half of high school seniors believed they have a responsibility to be involved in state and local
issues. The state should include civics as part of its history and social science standards, and school districts should ensure
that students learn about the duties of citizenship,such as voting, serving on a jury and knowing who their elected
representatives are, as well as the opportunities that come with civic engagement,such as the ability to improve one's
community and correct injustice.
Encourage a broader range of candidates and more competitive races. People vote when they have strong feelings
about the candidates in a competitive race. Turnout was 45% in the 1993 mayor's race when Richard Riordan won against
Michael Woo,the first Chinese American candidate to run for the office. Voter participation was also high (compared to
today) at 37% in 2001 and 34% in 2005 when Antonio Villaraigosa sought to become L.A.'s first Latino mayor in modern
history. Too often there are not competitive races for open seats. For the first time in decades,there were open seats on the
County Board of Supervisors, yet Hilda Solis coasted to victory with virtually no competition after the political establishment
pre-selected her for the job. And too often the quality of candidates is shamefully low,in part because the incumbentfriendly campaign finance system and the onerous requirements offundraising in the city — and state and nation — keep
good challengers from running.
Change the culture of campaigning. Elected officials need to acknowledge that their own behavior and political
campaign tactics may be turning off potential voters. The proliferation of unfair or unsubstantiated attack ads. The generic
blather of debates. The cookie-cutter mailers. Candidates for local elections usually have a real passion for public service, but
they have to find a way to cut through the noise to connect with potential voters. This is no easy task in a city as large as Los
Angeles, but more creativity and effort could help counter the cynicism and disinterest that stifles turnout.
Follow the Opinion section on Twitter @latimesopinion
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Idea of an L.A. Voteria is gaining currency
Steve Lopez
LOS ANGELES TIMES
steve.lopez@latimes.com

AUGUST
19, 2014,
7:55 PM

Ellen Kotheimer of Venice votes by herself in June at the Los Angeles County Lifeguard station in Venice.(Bob Chamberlin / Los Angeles Times)

T

he proposal to enter L.A. voters into a cash prize lottery,for the sake ofincreasing turnout, is easy to attack on
numerous fronts.

My first reaction to last week's recommendation by the L.A. City Ethics Commission?
Horror.
Or maybe it wasn't horror so much as anger that anyone would come up with such a sad little gimmick.Throughout history,
people have sacrificed their lives for the right to vote, and now we have to offer jackpots to shake people out oftheir laziness
and apathy?
"How DUMB!!!" one reader posted on the story by my colleague David Zahniser.
"Really???!!!" said another.
Aside from the problem ofturning a civic duty into a commercial gambit,there's the obvious problem of attracting voters
who don't know a councilman from a crossing guard. So I called Nathan Hochman,the ethics commission president,to hear
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his justification for a lottery.
"We are in a crisis," said Hochman, citing a steep decline in turnout for local elections between 2001 and 2013, when about
75% of the city's registered voters skipped the election won by Mayor Eric Garcetti.
"In a representative democracy, you want everybody to have a piece of ownership about their city government," Hochman
said. And when too few people take part,"the system fails."
A commission formed by Garcetti and council President Herb Wesson had already looked at fixes, including the aligning of
low-turnout local elections with higher-turnout state and national elections in even-numbered years. Another
recommendation was for extended voting times,in which voters might have more places to cast ballots and several days to
do so.
Those are fine ideas, Hochman said, but it'll take years to implement them. The commission wanted to try something in the
interim, on a trial basis.
He said commissioners considered the 9o% turnouts in Australia, where residents are fined $20 if they don't vote. But
commissioners preferred carrots over sticks, and the idea of a prize drawing came up.
Nobody would be paid to vote. But by voting, regardless of how you vote, you might get lucky.
Hochman said roughly $65 million was spent on L.A. city elections in 2013 when you count independent expenditures and
$10 million in matching funds from the city. So if you took just 1% of the $10 million in matching funds, Hochman said, or
$100,000, you could probably boost 6ngagement and turnout by randomly awarding four $25,000 prizes, or io $10,000
prizes, or any such combination.
Hochman began to turn me around,just a little, with that argument. If it's acceptable to spend the obscene amount of $65
million — much of it to extort and misinform with negative attacks — why is it unacceptable to spend a tiny fraction ofthat
amount to get more people involved?
As we all know,there are lots of reasons people don't vote. They're lazy, or turned off by candidates or campaigns, or they
don't believe their vote can make a difference in a city that can't trim a tree but every half-century. Or, understandably,they
don't know the difference between the state controller and treasurer, or they can't figure out how anyone can be expected to
know one judicial candidate from another.
But regardless, is powerball politics the best way to shake up the system?
I called local government watchdog Bob Stern, who favors several reforms, and was surprised by his take on the lottery idea.
It's got pros and cons, he said,"but I like the idea of it as an experiment. Let's try it. Clearly it would increase turnout."
I had expected him to argue that cash prizes would invite too many know-nothings into the process, but he saw it differently.
"I agree with Hochman that people would pay more attention to it," Stern said,"and be more educated than they are now.
And that's a good thing."
Wesson told me Tuesday that he's noncommittal but fascinated, pending legal review of a lottery. He said he wants to hear
what neighborhood councils think, and also what non-voters have to say about why they don't vote, and whether a lottery
would make a difference.
Fernando Guerra, who directs the Loyola Marymount Center for the Study of Los Angeles and headed the election reform
commission formed by Garcetti and Wesson,said there are two main reasons turnout in local elections has dropped
nationally.
First,the initial fights for African American and Latino representation among elected officials have already been waged.
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Second, the domination of Democrats and demise of Republicans has further decreased tension and drama.
"There's no magic wand" to address the problem, Guerra said, but he believes a lottery comes closer than anything. And he
already has a name for it.
Voteria.
That's not bad. And Guerra said that rather than use city money for prizes, which would raise political and legal issues, he'd
like to see nonprofits put up the cash as an experimental investment in greater civic participation.
It's a myth, Guerra said, that everyone who already votes is well-informed. Greater participation, he argued, will lead to
more awareness oflocal issues and possibly undermine special-interest forces that now determine outcomes.
"The lower the turnout," he argued,"the easier it is to manipulate and control the messages to individual voters."
That certainly remains to be seen. But we have just witnessed a pitifully low turnout of8% in a school board election, and
Guerra predicts a paltry 15% turnout in city elections next April. That could double or triple, he suggested,if the lottery were
in place and prizes evenly divided across city districts.
I still have misgivings. But I have to admit it'd be interesting to find out if he's right.
Twitter: @LATsfeveiopez
Copyright © 2014, Los Angeles Times
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Op-Ed How to boost voter turnout in L.A. -- and it isn't
offering prizes

The decline of voter participation in municipal elections has been falling for decades and hit an all-time low of 23% in last year's mayoral run-off.(Los
Angeles Times)

By I IAROLD MEYERSON
AUGUST 19, 2014, 6:12 PM

n a wondrous proposal that says more about the decline of civilization than its authors surely intended,the Los
Angeles Ethics Commission has come up with a way to boost voter turnout in L.A. city elections: Make voters eligible
for cash prizes. The recommendation may fail to persuade the City Council to enact such a plan, and even if it does,
the particulars — two $2503013 awards? one $50,000 windfall? 500 all-you-can-eat coupons to In-N-Out Burger? — remain
to be determined.

I

The plan's purpose is to arrest the decline of voter participation in municipal elections, which has been falling for decades
and hit an all-time low of 23% in last year's mayoral run-off. Then again, it would be almost impossible to design a system
more likely to produce low turnouts than L.A.'s elections. They are held in the spring of odd-numbered years, when potential
voters are just coming up for air after the saturation coverage and ad blitzes of presidential and gubernatorial contests.
More fundamentally, by the terms of California's Constitution, city officials don't have all that much power over public
affairs. Separately elected school boards run the schools, while county supervisors are in charge of health and welfare
programs.
Yet L.A. voters once came to the polls in numbers far greater than they have recently,though city officials had no more
power then and elections still were held in odd-numbered springs. The all-time turnout record(76%) — in raw numbers as
well as percent — came in 1969, when incumbent Mayor Sam Yorty defeated challenger Tom Bradley. L.A. has a million
more residents today than it did in 1969,but Bradley's campaign inspired so many liberals and African Americans, while
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Yorty's smear campaign (he linked his challenger, however implausibly,to the Black Panthers)scared so many centrist and
conservative whites that more Angelenos voted than in any subsequent city election.
The 1969 contest featured all the elements that promote voter participation. The liberal Bradley and the law-and-order Yorty
offered a clear choice on such vital matters as police practices(at the time,the Los Angeles Police Department comported
itself much as the Ferguson, Mo., police do today). L.A.'s electorate was split ideologically.(In the 1968 presidential contest,
L.A. County voters — we don't have tallies for the city — backed Republican Richard Nixon over Democrat Hubert
Humphrey by 48% to 46%.)The prospect ofthe African American Bradley becoming mayor produced record-high turnout in
the city's black community.
No such conditions pertain today. In 2012, an exit poll of city voters conducted by Loyola Marymount University showed
Obama overwhelming Romney,78% to 22%. Los Angeles' political re-composition ensures that no mayoral candidate who
stands outside the Democratic Party policy consensus — as Yorty once did — can wage a serious campaign.
Mayoral campaigns that hold the prospect of a breakthrough, however symbolic,for a minority group, such as those waged
by Antonio Villaraigosa in 2001 and 2005,can still boost turnout within that group. But when a mayoral election neither
poses a choice of governing philosophies nor promises an out-group breakthrough, voters won't flock to the polls.
But even in ideologically uniform,local-TV-news-won't-cover-politics, off-year-election L.A. there are still ways to make
elections so consequential that Angelenos will vote.
In Oakland and San Francisco,the city councils have placed referendums on the ballot this fall to raise the local minimum
wage and mandate paid sick days for workers. Such measures will surely boost turnout among working-class voters who
often don't vote in local elections.
Los Angeles is home to legions of such voters. By putting such referendums before voters in the next local election, the City
Council and the mayor — who have been missing in action while other city governments up and down the state have been
endeavoring to create more egalitarian and healthier civic economies — would go a long way to boosting turnout without
turning city elections into a lottery.
Voters turn out for consequential elections. The only mystery in Los Angeles is why city officials haven't done the work to
make elections consequential.
Harold Meyerson is editor-at-large ofthe American Prospect and an op-ed columnistfor the Washington Post.
Follow the Opinion section on Twitter @latimesopinion
Copyright

2014, Los Angeles Times
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Election lotto idea is not a winning ticket: Editorial
Posted: 08/19/19, 2:17 PM PDT Updated: 1 week ago

DailyNews.com

Raffle entries or ballot box? It might be hard to tell if a Los Angeles Ethics
Commission proposal is adopted. (Getty Images)
Ask people why they don't vote in local elections, and many would express a
lack of faith that any of the candidates have the solutions to their communities'
problems.
You certainly can't prove such cynics wrong by showing them the latest proposal
to try to solve the problem of low voter turnout itself.
The Los Angeles Ethics Commission has recommended, and the City Council
apparently will consider, offering cash prizes to lure residents to the voting
booths.
The proposal has a long way to go, and perhaps some legal issues to get around, before it would become reality.
That's good, because it leaves time for L.A.'s leaders to come to their senses and other Southern California cities to
realize how ridiculous it is.
A lottery is not the way to deal with a serious issue. And make no mistake, this is a serious issue.
The apathy of would-be voters in cities here and elsewhere across the nation reflects some of the defects in local
governments. People don't feel as connected with City Hall as they should. They've lost confidence that elected
leaders are a force for good in citizens' lives.
This is particularly true in cities like Los Angeles where government is dominated by similar voices and overly
influenced by unelected leaders like public-employee union bosses.
Even as it is the result of government's failures, low voter turnout is a cause of more problems. People think they're
sending politicians a message by not voting, but in fact the message received is that public officials can do what they
want without fear that constituents are paying attention and ready to hold them accountable.
There may be ways to change elections, beyond the reforms already in motion in California, to make voting more
convenient and attractive. It should be made easier to register to vote. The accuracy and fairness of ballot counts and
recounts must be ensured. Cities that hold elections in odd-numbered years could move them to coincide with state
and federal elections.
But there are no quick fixes to a problem as substantial as low voter turnout.
Mostly, getting more people to vote in local elections means rekindling civic engagement and seeing that accurate
information about candidates and initiatives is readily available. It may be no coincidence that the voter-turnout slide
has coincided with the decline in the consumption of news in organized ways like that offered by newspapers.
The proposed voter lottery, though, would be an attempt to treat the symptom instead of the disease.
The L.A. Ethics Commission is proposing a pilot program in which people to show up to vote would be entered in
drawings for cash prizes (up to $50,000, the commission president suggested). City Council President Herb Wesson
said he's intrigued.
At least Wesson has shown interest in solving the turnout problem. Now he should pursue real solutions, which start
with more-effective governance.
After only 23.3 percent of registered voters cast ballots in L.A.'s 2013 mayoral election, the editorial board said the
overarching challenge for Mayor Eric Garcetti and other new city electeds was to reconnect local government with its
constituents. Voter lotto wouldn't begin to do that.
If this is the kind of solution our city halls are going to produce, it's no wonder people don't vote.
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Los Angeles Weighs Cash Incentive in Bid to
Boost Voter Turnout
Low Participation Prompts Consideration of'Lottery-Type
Structure'
By
Sheila V Kumar
Aug. 15, 2014 5:50 p.m. ET
Near-perfect weather and an abundance of "I voted" stickers haven't been enough to lure Los Angeles
residents to the polls. Now some city officials are floating another idea: cash.
In a bid to boost turnout, Los Angeles's Ethics Commission has voted to recommend that the city
consider offering cash, which might include a prize as high as $50,000, after fewer than a quarter of
registered voters showed up for recent municipal elections.
The three-person panel unanimously voted Thursday to have a committee overseen by City Council
President Herb Wesson consider offering the financial incentives.
A mere 23% of registered voters showed up for the 2012 mayoral election, down from the 37% that
turned out in 2001. Even fewer voted in the city-attorney and -controller elections, and turnout was a
low as 15% for district elections, city officials said.
"I would say our turnout is abysmal, and it's embarrassing," Mr. Wesson said.
The idea to boost voter participation involves a "lottery-type structure where there could be prize
winners of some sort," said Mr. Wesson. The lottery would only be allowable in elections that don't
include candidates for federal offices or federal measures.
The proposal is still in its earliest stages, and it was unclear if it might come to fruition or even how
the lottery system would be structured.
Mr. Wesson said it would be difficult to pin down how much voters could stand to win if the cashincentive system were implemented but said it could range from $1,000 prizes for a certain number
of people to as high as a grand prize of $25,000 to $50,000.
The idea for such lotteries isn't new. In 2006, Arizona proposed awarding $1 million to a voter
chosen through a lottery system, but that ballot initiative failed.
Mr. Wesson's committee will research the idea of cash prizes for voters, and he plans to hold
hearings across the city to help generate new ideas.
It was also unclear where the money to fund cash prizes could come from, but Mr. Wesson said Los
Angeles has a program that matches the funds given to candidates.
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The money could come from there, he said, but added that it was too early to say. If it did, the city
would have to propose a ballot measure to alter its charter.
"After the hearings, this may go down like a lead balloon," Mr. Wesson said.
Write to Sheila V Kumar at Sheila.Kumarwsj.com
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Feeling lucky? Los Angeles mulls lottery system in local
elections
Fri, Aug 15 2014
By Alex Dobuzinskis
LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - Los Angeles city leaders are considering a lottery system to reward citizens for casting a ballot in local elections, in a measure
to combat low voter turnout that officials and outside observers say could be a first for any U.S. municipality.
The Los Angeles Ethics Commission voted 3-0 on Thursday to recommend that members of the City Council move forward with the lottery idea, either by
putting it before voters as a local initiative or by adopting it on their own, said commission president Nathan Hochman.
The commission discussed a number of possible ways for the lottery to work, including the use of $100,000 to be split into four prizes of $25,000, or 100
pots of $1,000 for lucky voters who win the drawing, Hochman said.
The unorthodox proposal, which City Council President Herb Wesson has expressed interest in developing, is under discussion as a way to reverse a
downward trend in voter participation. Last year, only 23 percent of registered voters in Los Angeles cast a ballot for mayor, compared to 37 percent in
2001.
"To the extent that our democracy is a representative democracy, if roughly 23 percent of the people are determining who the elected leaders are, the
fundamental question needs to be asked: are they truly representing all the voters," Hochman said.
Federal law prohibits rewarding voters in any way for casting a ballot, but the Los Angeles lottery system for voting could avoid violating that because no
candidates for federal office would appear on the ballot.
California and Alaska are the only states with laws that make it possible to have a voter turnout lottery, but in neither state is it put into practice, city officials
said.
Hochman, who compared the proposal to the common practice of paying citizens a nominal amount for jury service, said he is not aware of any U.S.
municipality putting into practice a lottery system for voting, and two election experts said they also have not heard of such a system in the United States.
"The natural feeling toward this would be voting is a civic responsibility and voters shouldn't be paid to vote, it should be something you do as an American,
it should be part of citizenship," said Matthew Wed, senior policy analyst at the Bipartisan Policy Center in Washington.
In another means to increase turnout, Australia has for decades fined citizens for not voting. It consistently has over 90 percent of registered voters cast a
ballot.
(Reporting by Alex Dobuzinskis; Editing by Daniel Wallis and Sandra Maier)
© Thomson Reuters 2014. All rights reserved. Users may download and print extracts of content from this website for their own personal and
non-commercial use only. Republication or redistribution of Thomson Reuters content, including by framing or similar means, is expressly prohibited without
the prior written consent of Thomson Reuters. Thomson Reuters and its logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of the Thomson Reuters group of
companies around the world.
Thomson Reuters journalists are subject to an Editorial Handbook which requires fair presentation and disclosure of relevant interests.
This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to colleagues, clients or customers, use the
Reprints tool at the top of any article or visit: www.reutersreprints.com.
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Vote! You Just Might Win $50,000
Aug. 15, 2014
Sarina Finkelstein (photo illustration}—iStock (flag); Getty Images(cash)

In Los Angeles, a government ethics commission approved a
measure recommending that cash prizes of up to $50,000 be
used to boost voter turnout.
In Los Angeles, as in many cities, voter turnout for local elections tends to be pathetic. In 2013,
only 16% of registered voters weighed in on an election that would help determine the city
council, mayor, school board, and a potential tax increase. In other words, 84% of registered
voters didn't bother to vote. And the number of potential voters is much higher, of course, since
plenty of eligible voters aren't registered.
More
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Privilege. No,Really. Huffington Post
The results of a special school board election held earlier this week in L.A. were even more
embarrassing: As few as 8% of voters actually voted.
To get people more involved—and prevent further embarrassment—the city is now considering a
pilot program that would use lottery-type cash prizes as enticement to get locals to participate in
elections. The Los Angeles Times reported that on Thursday night, the Los Angeles Ethics
Commission voted unanimously to recommend that the city council begin offering cash prizes to
voters randomly as soon as next year."Maybe it's $25,000 maybe it's $50,000," said [Ethics]
Commission President Nathan Hochman."That's where the pilot program comes in—to figure
out what ... number and amount of prizes would actually get people to the voting box."
The idea of cash prizes began circulating in California in June, soon after news spread that voter
turnout for a primary election was only 18% statewide, and worst of all in Los Angeles County,
where the figure was 13%. On Southern California Public Radio, Fernando Guerra, a researcher
at the Center for the Study of Los Angeles at Loyola Marymount University, suggested a radical
solution to increasing voter turnout: Enter all voters automatically into a $1 million lottery.
"Wouldn't we get a lot of people who know nothing about politics or the candidates jumping in
and voting and just checking the box so they could get a million bucks?" the radio host asked
Guerra.
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"Absolutely," Guerra responded. But, he added, that might not be a bad thing. "That might
produce better results. There is notdata to show that uninformed voters make worse decisions
than informed voters."
Let that sink in. The suggestion is that it's a good idea for uninformed voters to vote—fairly
randomly, one might assume. Actually, the idea is that it's notjust okay, but so worthwhile that
we'd want to incentivize them to vote randomly, using the random awarding of a cash prize as a
hook.
It might come as something of a relief that the current measure under consideration in Los
Angeles wouldn't actually require anyone to vote to be entered into the lottery. Instead, all
someone would need to do is show up on election day and go into the voting booth to be eligible
for the prizes. It's not necessary to check the names of any candidates or weigh in on any
proposals. All you'd have to do is show up, vote or not vote, randomly or thoughtfully, and you
could win big money.
While cash prizes for voting may seem like a wild concept, it's hardly the only instance of
lotteries being used to entice people to do what they're supposed to be doing. Lotteries have been
used to lure people in the U.S. and around the world into saving money, going to school, taking
your prescription medications, and even things like cleaning up after your dog, paying your
taxes, and driving under the speed limit.
And yes, the idea of a random cash prize for voters has been proposed before. Arizona
considered (but rejected) the idea of a $1 million prize in 2006. One local columnist bashed the
proposal at the time:"The last thing we need is for people to vote without thinking, other than
thinking about winning the million dollars."
Prizes for voting have also been around in California for a while. One Los Angeles suburb was
known to reward voters with donuts for showing up on election day. The donuts weren't doled
out randomly to lucky voters either—everybody who voted got some.
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LA Officials to Consider Reward Lottery in
Low Voter Turnout "Crisis"
Citywide voter turnout in last year's mayoral election was 23 percent, the city Ethics Commission says
By Jeanne Kuang and Kim Baldonado
Some Los Angeles officials are trying to think of creative ways to incentivize voters to show up to polling places on election day by
offering cash prizes. Kim Baldonado reports for NBC4 News at 5 p.m. from downtown Los Angeles Friday, Aug. 15, 2014.
Friday, Aug 15, 2014 • Updated at 10:21 PM PDT

Voter turnout in Los Angeles elections is so low that some city officials are
considering turning voters' ballot stubs into lottery tickets for up to $100,000 in
reward money.
The three-member city Ethics Commission voted Thursday to recommend that the
city council consider a prize lottery following LA primary or general elections as
early as 2015.
• Updates: Download the FREE NBCLA App

Anyone who casts a ballot could be entered into the drawing.
"I don't want people to go crazy but it's time to talk about these out-of-the-box
creative ways to approach this," said City Council President Herb Wesson, who
leads the committee that would look into the potential lottery.
• LAPD Pledges Transparent Probe Into Fatal Shooting
Just 23 percent of eligible voters citywide showed up at the polls for 2013's

mayoral election, down from 37 percent in 2001, according to the Ethics
Commission.
For last year's city council elections, some districts had turnout as low as 15
percent.
• Garcetti Calls for Expanding Hollywood Tax Credit

"I view that as a crisis," said Commission President Nathan Hochman at a meeting
Thursday.
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Hochman also noted a potential drawback of the lottery, which he said could
encourage many uninformed people to vote in city elections.
Commission Vice President Jessica Levinson told NBC4 she was the "cynical
person" on the committee but still voted for the recommendation.
"If it does work and it brings more people and more people who are younger, less
wealthy, less white to the polls, I think that's a victory," Levinson said.
The commission left it up to the city council to decide the amount of money in a
prize and how many prizes would be rewarded, but Hochman suggested a total
monetary value of up to $100,000.
The source of the prize money would also be determined by city council.
One potential source is the matching funds program that provides candidates with
public funding to match the money they have raised indepently. Using matching
funds for the lottery would require a ballot measure and voter approval.
The total money spent by candidates and independent parties in regular city
elections increased by over 26 percent from 2001 to 2013, according to the Ethics
Commission.
Arizona considered voter incentives in 2006 with a proposition that would have
given $1 million to one randomly selected voter, but the lottery idea was defeated
at the polls by two-thirds of the vote.
Some LA residents told NBC4 they believe the cash prize could work.
"People should vote without being paid to vote, but if that's what it takes to get
them to the polls, I'm all for it," said Menzo Jackson.
Follow NBCLA for the latest LA news,events and entertainmentiPhoneliPad App
Facebookl Twitter I Google+ Instagram RSS I Text Alerts I Email Alerts

Find this article at:
http://www.nbclosangeles.cominews/local/LA-Officials-to-Consider-Reward-Lottery-in-Low-Voter-Turnout-Cris
is-271436891.ht
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LOS ANGELES(CBSLA.com)— The city Ethics Commission suggested Thursday that the
City Council may want to consider offering lottery-type prizes as a way to boost voter
participation and turnout.
The informal plan would awardr $1,000 in cash prizes to about 100 voters for showing up at
their polling places, Ethics Commission President Nathan Hochman said.
City Council President Herb Wesson heard the pitch during what was described as a "chat"
during today's commission meeting. Wesson described the proposal as "excitinge" and one that
would likely generate a "spirited debate."
According to Hochman,the lottery could be an inventive way of reversing a "dangerous" dropoff in voter turnout rates0, which ranged from 15 to 23 percent in city elections last year despite
candidates spending some $64 million on their campaigns.
During primary elections in June, LA County as a whole saw the lowest voter participation rate —
13 percent — of any county in California', The Los Angeles Times reported.
Prize money could come from the city's matching fundsg'program, which gave out nearly $10
million to eligible candidates last year, Hochman said.
But since voter approval is required by the city charter before the matching funds could be used
for prizes, commissioners suggested the City Council may want to consider a different source of
funding,'to bypass the ballot process — which some say would essentially be voters voting to
reward themselves for voting.
Another criticism often leveled at such incentive programs0 is they may draw more uninformed
voters to polling places, a charge that Wesson rejected.
Voter turnout lotteries are legal in California and Alaska, but only for local elections. U.S. law
prohibits luring voters to polls with money for federal elections.
(©2014 CBS Local Media, a division ofCBS Radio Inc. All Rights Reserved. This material may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Wire services contributed to this report.)
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L.A. Now
California: This just in

Panel wants L.A. to look at using prizes to boost
voter turnout

L.A. City Council President Herb Wesson says he's eager to hear more about the idea of offering voters a chance to
win a prize. (Luis Sinco / Los Angeles Times)

By DAVID ZAHNISER
AUGUST 14, 2014, 5:50 PM

larmed that fewer than one-fourth of voters are showing up for municipal
elections, the Los Angeles Ethics Commission voted Thursday to recommend
that the City Council look at using cash prizes to lure a greater number of people
to the polls.

A

On a 3-0 vote, the panel said it wanted City Council President Herb Wesson's Rules,
Elections and Intergovernmental Relations Committee to seriously consider the use of
financial incentives and a random drawing during its elections, possibly as soon as next
year.
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Depending on the source of city funds, the idea could require a ballot measure.
Commissioners said they were unsure how big the prizes should be or how many should be
offered, saying a pilot program should first be used to test the concept.
"Maybe it's $25,000 maybe it's $50,000," said Commission President Nathan Hochman.
"That's where the pilot program comes in -- to figure out what ... number and amount of
prizes would actually get people to the voting box."
Only 23% percent of registered voters cast ballots in last year's mayoral election, prompting
suggested solutions from an array of civic leaders. On Tuesday, turnout in a special school
board election fell below 10%, according to preliminary numbers.
The idea of an election day lottery came up Thursday during an appearance by Wesson
before the commission. During that discussion, Hochman suggested that surplus matching
funds -- money provided to candidates who agree to certain spending restrictions -- could
cover the cost of election day prizes.
That dialogue with Wesson, Hochman said, spurred the commission to act a few hours later.
"When I heard that he really wants to consider this, and was enthused and excited about
this out-of-the-box idea, I thought,'Let's get an action item before his committee,"
Hochman said.
Wesson said he was indeed intrigued by the idea of a drawing or lottery but would first want
to hear what neighborhood councils, his colleagues and assorted "legal beagles" think about
the idea.
"I can't wait to have this conversation," he said. "But don't get me wrong. Don't think I'm
going to run around being the poster child" for the proposal.
The commission's vote comes as Los Angeles political leaders examine various proposals for
getting more people to the polls. A citizen commission formed by Wesson and Mayor Eric
Garcetti recommended two months ago that the city boost turnout by moving from odd- to
even-numbered election years.
The LA 2020 Commission, another panel convened by Wesson, offered a similar
recommendation in April.
Still, a move to even-numbered years could take several years, since it would likely require
turning over the city's election operations to the Los Angeles County registrar-recorder/clerk.
The changeover won't be possible until the county adopts a new voting system, city officials
said.
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Ethics Commissioner Jessica Levinson, an attorney and professor at Loyola Law School, said
the city should not have to wait until the end of the decade to take steps to improve voter
participation."We have turnout in citywide elections in the high teens and low 20S and I
think that's pretty dismal," she said.
Federal law prohibits people from accepting payment in exchange for voting. But Levinson,
who voted to pursue the lottery concept, contends that statute would not apply in an election
where there are no federal positions on the ballot.
California law prohibits people from using money or gifts to ensure that voters cast ballots
for any particular person or measure. Money also cannot be used to keep people from voting
in a particular election, according to information provided by the secretary of state's office.
Hochman said an election day lottery would simply require that people enter the voting
booth -- not cast a particular vote.
"If they truly think there are no good candidates, we're not going to force them"to choose
one, he said."What the studies have shown is, if you get people to the voting booths and
they're being incentivized to be there ... over time they will vote for someone."
Follow @DavidZahniser for what's happening at Los Angeles City Hall.
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